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Abstract: Wave run-up and dune overwash are typically assessed using empirical models developed for a specific range of often-simplistic conditions. Field experiments are essential in extending these formulae; yet obtaining comprehensive field data under extreme conditions is often challenging. Here, we use XBeach Surfbeat (XB-SB)—a shortwave-averaged but wave-group resolving numerical model—to complement a field campaign, with two main objectives: i) to assess the contribution of infragravity (IG) waves to washover development in a partially-sheltered area, with a highly complex bathymetry; and ii) to evaluate the unconventional nested-modeling approach that was applied. The analysis shows that gravity waves rapidly decrease across the embayment while IG waves are enhanced. Despite its exclusion of gravity-band swash, XB-SB is able to accurately reproduce both the large-scale hydrodynamics—wave heights and mean water levels across the 30 × 10 km embayment; and the local morphodynamics—steep post-storm dune profile and washover deposit. These findings show that the contribution of IG waves to dune overwash along the bay is significant and highlight the need for any method or model to consider IG waves when applied to similar environments. As many phase-averaged numerical models that are typically used for large-scale coastal applications exclude IG waves, XB-SB may prove to be a suitable alternative.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Background

Extreme wave run-up is the maximum landward point that storm waves can reach as they break and move up a natural beach profile or structure. It is the combined result of the time-averaged water surface elevation at the shoreline (setup) and the time-varying fluctuations about that mean (swash). This swash may be further classified by frequency into infragravity (low-frequency, see Bertin et al. [1] for a recent review) and gravity (high-frequency) bands. The relative contribution of these frequency bands to the total wave run-up is dependent on offshore wave conditions and local bathymetry.

As a proxy for the potential impact related to a given storm, the accurate prediction of wave run-up and the identification of its individual components are essential for effective coastal engineering and coastline management. Considering the widely-cited storm impact scale of Sallenger [2], the extent of the morphological impact to a beach-dune system during a storm may be directly related to the magnitude of wave run-up. This is described by four regimes:
i. Swash regime, where run-up is limited to the foreshore and any storm related erosion is recovered post-storm (net effect is zero);

ii. Collision regime, where the run-up exceeds the threshold of the base of the foredune ridge and is no longer confined to the foreshore area. The swash is then able to erode the dune (net erosion effect);

iii. Overwash regime, where the run-up overtops the berm or foredune ridge and a net landward transport of sediment occurs. This regime often results in washover deposits of sediment; and

iv. Inundation regime, where the combined effect of surge, tide and wave run-up is sufficient to completely and continuously submerge the beach or dune area.

In this paper, we focus on the overwash regime which can be seen as a precursor to dune breaching and coastal inundation. The ability to estimate the location and extent of dune overwash is of significant importance to many coastal communities in low-lying areas who rely on dunes as natural flood defences. In light of this, several empirical formulations to estimate wave run-up on coastlines have been developed [3–9]. These formulae—often developed using laboratory experiments or with data specific to a particular beach, under mild to moderate conditions—may perform well on relatively straight, open coasts where the hydrodynamics are somewhat predictable [10]. However, their applicability to other coastline types—such as, embayments or those fronted by reefs—is highly uncertain, as each section of the beach is not necessarily exposed to the same incident wave conditions [7]. Likewise, the individual contributions of the gravity and IG components of wave run-up may also vary considerably.

These limitations, acknowledged in several studies [10–13], are associated with the difficulty in obtaining comprehensive field measurements under extreme conditions. Energetic waves and significant beach change can shift or damage observation equipment and introduce uncertainties in the data collected. In light of this, numerical models—such as XBeach [14]—are now widely used in complex coastal environments (e.g., references [15–21]) and have shown sufficient capability in handling not only the hydrodynamics, but also the morphological response to extreme events. Hence, these models may be used to complement field campaigns with limited data, towards a more comprehensive analysis of a particular phenomenon [15].

In the present study, we combine field measurements and the XBeach Surfbeat (XB-SB) numerical model to assess the contribution of IG waves to washover development in the Pertuis Breton Embayment (France) under storm conditions during the winter of 2013–2014. Additionally, as XB-SB is applied using an unconventional nesting approach, we also assess the general performance of the approach. In Section 1.2 of this paper, a brief description of the study area is provided. Section 2 describes the field experiment and numerical modeling approach applied; and describes the data post-processing and the error metrics used to assess model accuracy. In Section 3, the combined results of the field experiment and numerical modeling are presented with a discussion on the hydro-morphodynamics of the area and the importance of low-frequency motions. Section 4 concludes the paper by noting the strengths, limitations and potential application of the method to future research.

1.2. Study Area

The coastal village of La Faute-sur-Mer, situated in the Bay of Biscay (France) is particularly vulnerable to dune erosion, overwash and coastal flooding because it is an urbanized low-lying coastal community. The village is established on a sandy spit between the ocean and the Lay River in the inner part of the so-called Pertuis Breton embayment. The area is further characterized by a highly complex bathymetry that is somewhat sheltered from the sea by the island, Île de Ré (Figure 1). The 30 km × 10 km embayment has depths of approximately 25–30 m at its seaward boundary, to a maximum depth of 58 m which then shoals eastwards to a typical depth of 5 m. With over 60% of the foreshore being less than 10 m deep, the area may be considered to be shallow [22]. To further add to its complexity, the sediment characteristics of the area include a mixture of bedrock, gravel sands
and mud. Moving seaward (westerly) from La Faute-sur-Mer, one first encounters fine sand and mud, followed by gravels and finally bedrock at the entrance of the area [23].

The area experiences a semi-diurnal tide, which ranges from less than 2 m (neap) to over 6 m (spring). The wave climate is generally quite energetic at the entrance of the embayment; with significant wave heights ($H_{\text{mean}}$) temporarily exceeding 8 m during annual winter storms [24]. However, this wave energy rapidly decreases inside the estuary due to refraction, diffraction and dissipation by depth-limited breaking and bottom friction. In 2010, a unique combination of storm surge and high spring tides resulted in severe flooding along the French Atlantic Coast. This extreme event resulted in loss of life and significant damage to property in La Faute-sur-Mer, with reported water levels in the village as high as 3 m [25]. More recently, the winter of 2013–2014 produced an unusually high-energy wave climate in the Bay of Biscay, consisting of six successive extreme events with offshore $H_{\text{max}}$ in the range of 5–12 m and peak period ($T_{p}$) exceeding 15 s. These extreme conditions resulted in the development of several washover deposits along the barrier bounding La Faute-sur-Mer to the West.

2. Methods

2.1. Field Experiment

The field campaign, conducted from 30 January to 11 March 2014, captured several of the before-mentioned events. In the present study we focus on an event which occurred on 2 February 2014 resulting in washover development. This was captured by means of an Acoustic Waves and Currents (AWAC) sensor on the shoreface, an Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) positioned 69 m seaward of the dune crest and a pressure transducer (PT) on the dune crest (Figure 2). It should be noted that the AWAC was displaced some 50 m—due to the severity of the weather conditions—and approached a steel mooring chain during the storm, which biased the compass. Thus, only 1D spectral analyses were performed on the measured data (see Section 2.3 for details on the data processing). In addition to the hydrodynamic data collected, a differential global positioning survey was carried out on the beach following the overwash event to capture the extent of the washover deposit.

Figure 1. Bathymetric plot of the study area. Data sources: Service Hydrographique et Océanographique de la Marine (outer part of the estuary); Littoral Environnement et Sociétés (LIENSs) single beam sounder (shoreface); and Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR originating from the Litto3D project) (supratidal zone). The white line shows the transect of instrument locations.
2.2. Numerical Modeling

XBeach is an open-source, two-dimensional numerical model in the horizontal plane (2DH) which solves equations for wave propagation, mean flow including long waves, sediment transport and morphological changes. Here, we apply the Surfbeat mode (XBeachX release) which solves short-wave (gravity) motions using a reduced wave-action equation where the mean wave directions ($\bar{\theta}$) are first calculated and then the short-wave energy is propagated along these directions [26]:

$$\frac{\partial A}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial c_3 \cos \bar{\theta}}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial c_3 \sin \bar{\theta}}{\partial y} = -\frac{D_w + D_f}{\sigma},$$

(1)

$$A(x, y, t, \theta_i) = \frac{S_w(x, y, t, \theta_i)}{\sigma(x, y, t)},$$

(2)

$$\sigma = \sqrt{k \tanh kh},$$

(3)

where the wave action, $A$ is given by Equation (2), $S_w$ is the wave energy density in each directional bin, $\sigma$ is the intrinsic wave frequency given by Equation (3), $h$ is the local water depth, $k$ is the wave number, $\theta_i$ is the angle of incidence with respect to the x-axis; and $D_w$ and $D_f$ are dissipation terms which take into account wave breaking and bottom friction, respectively; and $c_3$ is the group velocity. $D_w$ is computed using the Daly et al. [27] parameterization, while $D_f$ is determined by a specified short-wave friction coefficient, $f_w$ [28].

On the other hand, flow motions at the scale of the wave group (infragravity motions) are solved directly using the nonlinear shallow water equations:

$$\frac{\partial \eta}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial h u^L}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial h v^L}{\partial y} = 0,$$

(4)

$$\frac{\partial u^L}{\partial t} + u^L \frac{\partial u^L}{\partial x} + v^L \frac{\partial u^L}{\partial y} - F_x - v_h \left( \frac{\partial^2 u^L}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 u^L}{\partial y^2} \right) = \frac{\tau_{sx}}{\rho h} \left( \frac{\eta}{\rho h} \right)^E - \frac{\tau_{sy}}{\rho h} - S \frac{\partial \eta}{\partial x} + \frac{F_x}{\rho h},$$

(5)

$$\frac{\partial v^L}{\partial t} + u^L \frac{\partial v^L}{\partial x} + v^L \frac{\partial v^L}{\partial y} - F_y - v_h \left( \frac{\partial^2 v^L}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 v^L}{\partial y^2} \right) = \frac{\tau_{sx}}{\rho h} \left( \frac{\eta}{\rho h} \right)^E - \frac{\tau_{sy}}{\rho h} - S \frac{\partial \eta}{\partial y} + \frac{F_y}{\rho h},$$

(6)

where $u^L$ and $v^L$ are the Lagrangian velocities, $F_x$ and $F_y$ are wave-induced stresses (derived from the wave action model), $v_h$ is the horizontal viscosity, $f$ is the Coriolis coefficient, $\tau_{sx}$ and $\tau_{sy}$ are wind
The model approach adopted in this study followed a somewhat uncommon nesting procedure within XBeach itself. It comprised a large-domain (45 × 25 km) 2DH hydrodynamic model of the embayment (the entire area shown in Figure 1) to simulate the transformation of the waves from deep water (seaward of the mouth of the embayment) to the shoreface (AWAC location) and a nested 1D morphodynamic model to simulate wave run-up and dune overwash at the coast of La Faute-sur-Mer. The objectives of the 2DH model were to determine the direction of wave attack in the shoreface—as the movement of the AWAC during the storm period disallowed the collection of directional data—and to generate surface elevation (zs) (including IG motions) and short-wave energy (E) time series to be used as boundary conditions for the nested, higher-resolution 1D model.

2.2.1. Hydrodynamic 2DH Model Setup

For the 2DH model, a constant grid spacing in the cross-shore direction, dx = 12.5 m and in the longshore direction, dy = 25 m were used; resulting in a 3600 × 1000 node grid (45 × 25 km domain). At the open boundary (seaward of Pertuis Breton in 30 m water depth), XBeach was forced with time-varying directional wave spectra and mean water levels obtained from the storm surge modeling system described by Bertin et al. [24] (Figure 3)—forced by fields of sea-level pressure and wind speed originating from the Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR) [29]. Consistent with typical winter storms [30,31], these deep-water wave conditions showed an energetic event with \( H_\text{m0} \geq 5 \) m and \( T_p > 17 \) s (Figure 3b,c) under spring-tide conditions. The mean wave direction (θ) varied between 260° and 270° with an average of 268° (Figure 3c). The 2DH model was then calibrated by optimizing the friction parameters; a combination of \( f_w = 0.06 \) and \( C = 75 \) m\(^{1/3}\)s\(^{-1}\) provided the best agreement between the observed and modeled data. As the main purpose of the 2DH model was to investigate wave transformation across the embayment, morphology and sediment transport formulations were switched off.

Figure 3. Offshore (a) mean water level; (b) significant wave height; (c) peak period; and (d) mean wave direction as modeled by WWIII (boundary conditions for the 2DH XBeach model) for February 1st to 3rd 2014.
2.2.2. Morphodynamic 1D Model Setup

The nested higher-resolution model was set up as a transect across the dune with its offshore boundary at the AWAC location (2 km domain shown by the white lines in both Figures 1 and 2). The cross-shore grid spacing ($dx$) was varied from 5 m offshore to 2 m at the coast to ensure that the steeply-sloping dune was correctly captured. The model was forced with long-wave surface elevation ($z_s$) and short-wave energy, ($E$) time series obtained from the 2DH hydrodynamic model to simulate wave transformation to the nearshore (ADCP location) and dune (PT location). In order to model the eroding dune and washover development, sediment transport and morphology formulations were switched on. With respect to physical parameters, a median grain size ($D_{50}$) = 0.0035 m was specified; the ratio of breaking waves to local water depth was set to 0.4; and the critical bed slope for wet areas was set to 1.1. Additionally, a transport term is added in XBeach which is proportional to the difference between the actual slope and a prescribed value (hereinafter referred to as “bermslope”) to better represent conditions where the dune is known to maintain a relatively steep profile. The coefficient of this term is set to 10 times the usual bed-slope term, which produces a strong local onshore transport when the actual slope is less than the prescribed value. This term is only applied in a narrow region where the wave height to water depth ratio is $> 1$ [32]. A bermslope value of 0.12 provided the best agreement between the modeled and observed dune profiles.

2.3. Data Analysis

2.3.1. Separation of Gravity and Infragravity Waves

A spectral analysis was performed in order to identify the relative importance of infragravity waves with respect to gravity waves. All field pressure measurements were first corrected for the atmospheric pressure variations. Pressure energy density spectra were computed by applying the Welch’s average periodogram with five Hamming-windowed segments (50% maximum overlap). These pressure spectra were then converted into surface elevation spectra, $C_{\eta\eta}$ using linear wave theory. The significant wave heights in both the infragravity ($H_{m0,IG}$) and gravity ($H_{m0,G}$) frequency bands were then determined as follows:

$$H_{m0,IG} = 4 \sqrt{\int_{0.005}^{f_{split}} C_{\eta\eta} \, df}, \quad (7)$$

$$H_{m0,G} = 4 \sqrt{\int_{f_{split}}^{0.5} C_{\eta\eta} \, df}, \quad (8)$$

where a split frequency ($f_{split}$) of 0.03 Hz is used to separate the infragravity and gravity bands. This choice of cut-off frequency—which is approximately equal to half the average peak frequency ($f_p = 1/T_p$) of the offshore waves (Figure 3c)—is based on the tendency that, in deep water, the majority of gravity-wave energy is found at frequencies $> f_p/2$, while the majority of IG-wave energy lies at frequencies $< f_p/2$ [33].

XBeach uses a representative single frequency for the gravity-band wave energy and therefore does not produce the gravity-band spectra. Modeled $H_{m0,G}$ was obtained directly from computed short-wave energy; while $H_{m0,IG}$ was obtained from the simulated long-wave surface elevation time series using Equation (7). In addition to significant wave heights, the modeled mean water levels ($\bar{\eta}$), maximum run-up ($R_{max}$) and post storm bed level ($zb$) were also assessed and compared to observations.
2.3.2. Separation of Incoming and Outgoing Signals

To assess the reflection of IG waves at the dune, the modeled and observed total long-wave surface elevation signals \(z_s\) were separated into incoming \((z_{in})\) and outgoing \((z_{out})\) components as follows [34]:

\[
z_{in} = \frac{z_s + \sqrt{h g u^2}}{2}, \quad (9)
\]

\[
z_{out} = \frac{z_s - \sqrt{h g u^2}}{2}. \quad (10)
\]

This method, developed for normally-incident shallow-water waves, requires co-located measurements of surface elevation \((z_s)\) and currents \((u)\) — by means of an ADCP, for example — in order to decompose the total signal into seaward (outgoing) and shoreward (incoming) propagating components [34]. These signals were then used to calculate the incoming and outgoing IG significant wave heights \(H_{m0,IG,in}\) and \(H_{m0,IG,out}\) using Equation (7).

2.4. Error Metrics

The model-data comparisons were carried out by applying the Root-mean-square Error (RMSE), Relative Bias (Rel. bias) and Brier-Skill Score (BSS) error metrics; where \(\Psi\) is used as a stand-in for the parameter under consideration in a sample size \(N\):

\[
RMSE = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (\Psi^i_{XBeach} - \Psi^i_{observed})^2}, \quad (11)
\]

\[
Rel.\ bias = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} (\Psi^i_{XBeach} - \Psi^i_{observed})}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} \Psi^i_{observed}}, \quad (12)
\]

\[
BSS = 1 - \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (\Psi^i_{initial} - \Psi^i_{post\ storm})^2, \quad (13)
\]

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Wave Propagation Across the Embayment

In order to assess the accuracy of the 2DH model, the predicted \(\bar{\eta}, H_{m0,G}\) and \(H_{m0,IG}\) were compared to the AWAC observations for the February 2nd event (Figure 4). The RMSE values for these parameters were 0.2 m, 0.17 m and 0.07 m, respectively. The underestimation of \(H_{m0,G}\) at low tide is possibly due to the influence of local wind, which were not included in the hydrodynamic model. The three metrics showed Rel. bias values of: \(-0.03, 0.02\) and \(0.03\) for \(\bar{\eta}, H_{m0,G}\) and \(H_{m0,IG}\), respectively; suggesting relatively unbiased predictions of each parameter. To supplement the missing directional data in the nearshore, the model was used to compute the mean wave direction \((\theta)\). An average \(\theta\) of 238° was found in the shoreface (Figure 4d); confirming that waves approached the coast of La Faute-sur-Mer with near-perpendicular incidence.

In general, the 2DH hydrodynamic model showed reasonable agreement with the observations at the AWAC location; indicating that it was a suitable tool to investigate the hydrodynamic processes at the scale of the Pertuis Breton Embayment. A further analysis of the model results shows energetic offshore gravity waves which decrease in magnitude rapidly at the mouth of the embayment (Figures 5 and 6). While entering the embayment, these waves refract towards the coastlines of La Faute-sur-Mer and Île de Ré as the water depth became increasingly shallower. While the gravity waves significantly decrease in amplitude from offshore to the AWAC location — by depth-induced breaking and bottom
friction (Figure 5a)—the IG waves appear to propagate across the embayment relatively unchanged (Figure 5b). The result is an increase in the relative contribution of the IG waves ($H_{rms,IG}/H_{rms,G}$) in the nearshore (Figure 5c).

![Figure 4. Modeled (solid) and observed (circles): (a) mean water levels; (b) significant wave heights; (c) peak periods; (d) mean wave direction; and (e) observed energy density, for the 2 February 2014 event (bounded by vertical lines) at the AWAC location. Contours in panel ‘e’ indicate areas of equal energy density and the dashed line separates gravity and IG frequencies.](image)

A closer look at the transect in Figure 6 (offshore to the shoreface) confirms that $H_{m0,G}$ is significantly reduced (80%) compared to a 44% reduction in $H_{m0,IG}$, on average. These IG waves decayed at the entrance of the embayment (X ~ 340 to 350 km) concurrently with the higher frequency waves that force them; however, as the water depth became shallower, they experienced amplitude growth through the continuous transfer of energy from the gravity waves as they shoal over the mildly-sloping bathymetry (Figure 6b). On the other hand, the gravity waves continued to dissipate in shallow water (Figure 6a).

Ultimately, the results of the 2DH model were used as input for the nested 1D morphological model. This input comprised time series of: mean water levels ($\bar{\eta}$); short-wave energy ($E$), as a measure of the gravity waves; the long-wave surface elevation ($z_s$), as measure of the infragravity component; and the mean wave direction ($\theta$). The results of which are presented and discussed in the following section.
Figure 5. Snapshots of modeled instantaneous root-mean-square wave heights ($H_{rms}$) in both the (a) gravity and (b) IG bands; with (c) relative contribution of the IG waves ($H_{rms,IG}/H_{rms,G}$) across the embayment at the peak of the February 2nd event (at time = 06:00). Dashed lines correspond to transect in Figure 6 and ‘X’ represents the AWAC location. Depth contours are provided for reference.
Figure 6. Transect across embayment showing the transformation of modeled maximum (dashed), mean (solid) and minimum (dotted): (a) gravity waves; and (b) infragravity waves, with (c) bed level for reference, for the February 2nd event (from time = 03:30 to 09:30).

3.2. Wave Run-up and Overwash of the Dune at La Faute-sur-Mer

In order to assess the performance of the 1D model, the predictions of $\overline{H}$ (Figure 7a), $H_{m0,G}$ and $H_{m0,IG}$ (Figure 7b) were compared to observations. RMSE values were 0.26 m, 0.23 m and 0.11 m for the three metrics, respectively with corresponding Rel. bias values of 0.09, 0.11 and −0.04, respectively. Overall, the model showed reasonable agreement with the observations of the ADCP which—together—indicate that IG waves were indeed significant, with $H_{m0,IG}$ exceeding 0.5 m during the storm (observed maximum of 0.64 m).

Though 1D, the model allowed for refraction (according to Snell’s law) and the generation of longshore currents. Furthermore, as the area is quite uniform in the alongshore direction (Figure 2) the 1D model can be seen as representative of actual conditions; however, with the exception that it excludes high-frequency swash at the shoreline. XB-SB is also able to simulate the reflection of the IG waves at the dune (Figure 8), with the incoming component ($H_{m0,IG,in}$) and outgoing component ($H_{m0,IG,out}$) each estimated with reasonable accuracy: RMSE values of 0.06 m and 0.08 m, respectively; and Rel. bias values of −0.0 and −0.09, respectively. The underprediction of $H_{m0,IG,out}$—though minor—does, however, result in the underestimation of the bulk squared infragravity reflection coefficient ($R^2 = H_{m0,IG,out}^2 / H_{m0,IG,in}^2$) with RMSE = 0.35 and Rel. bias = −0.18. This underestimation of $R^2$ indicates that the model overestimated the nearshore IG wave dissipation [35].

The nested model was also run with morphology and sediment transport formulations disabled to assess the modeled run-up and overtopping of the dune without any erosion. The simulated run-up time series shows that at the peak of the storm (between 6:30 and 7:30), the run-up reaches and
overtops the dune crest (elevation 3.92 m +MSL) (Figure 9). The maximum modeled run-up ($R_{\text{max}}$) of 4.09 m corresponded well with that observed by the PT (4.08 m) on the dune. As XBeach excludes high-frequency swash at the shoreline, these findings highlight the significance of low-frequency motions in dune overwash at La Faute-sur-Mer and similar coastlines.

With morphology and sediment transport enabled, the model accurately simulated the lowering and development of a washover deposit behind the dune (Figure 10) with a $BSS$ of 0.78, which is considered good [36]. It is also worth noting that the model—without the bermslope option—completely overestimates the volume of erosion and is unable to reproduce the steep post-storm dune profile (Figure 10). The sensitivity of the model to the bermslope parameter value is also shown in Figure 10.

Figure 7. Modeled (solid lines) and observed (circles): (a) mean water level; (b) significant wave heights in the gravity and infragravity bands; (c) peak wave period; and (d) observed energy density, for the 2 February 2014 event taken at the ADCP location. Contours in panel ‘d’ indicate areas of equal energy density and the dashed line separates gravity and IG frequencies.
Figure 8. Modeled (solid lines) and observed (circles): (a) incoming and (b) outgoing IG significant wave heights; and (c) bulk squared IG reflection coefficient, for the February 2nd 2014 event taken at the ADCP location.

Figure 9. Modeled surface elevation at the shoreline (blue), run-up maxima (circles) for the February 2nd 2014 event. Red line highlights the overtopping events. Dashed black line corresponds to the observed $R_{\text{max}}$. The elevation of the dune crest is 3.92 m+MSL, for reference.
A look at the transformation of $H_{m0}$ along the transect to the dune, shows that both gravity and IG-band waves are able to propagate over the mildly-sloping foreshore without further significant change (Figure 11). However, as the water depth becomes shallower at the dune toe ($x = 2060$ m), waves in both frequency bands experience amplitude growth, resulting in a 11% increase in $H_{m0,G}$ and a 109% increase in $H_{m0,IG}$—on average—compared to conditions at the AWAC location ($x = 0$ m); with the average ratio of IG- to gravity-band wave energy ($H_{m0,IG}/H_{m0,G}$) equalled to 0.42. While the amplitude growth of the gravity waves is due to shoaling in shallow water, the apparent doubling in amplitude of the IG wave at the dune toe is the combined result of shoaling and—to a greater extent—the superpositioning of the incoming and reflected IG waves. These findings further speak to the importance of accurately representing the infragravity wave component in shallow coastal environments.

Figure 10. Modeled and observed dune erosion for the 2 February 2014 event.

Figure 11. Transect across foreshore corresponding to Figure 2 showing the transformation of modeled maximum (dashed), mean (solid) and minimum (dotted): (a) gravity and infragravity waves, with (b) bed level for reference, for the February 2nd event (from time = 03:30 to 09:30). Dashed vertical lines indicate ADCP location.
4. Conclusions

In the present paper, we demonstrated that the XB-SB numerical model may be confidently applied—on a large scale (45 × 25 km domain)—to simulate the hydro-morphodynamics of a complex embayment, under extreme conditions. Despite its limitations as a short-wave averaged but wave-group resolving model, the unconventional 2DH/1D approach was able to accurately reproduce both the large-scale hydrodynamics—wave heights and mean water levels across the embayment; and the local morphodynamics—steep post-storm dune profile and washover deposit.

The combined field data and numerical model results showed that offshore energetic gravity waves are significantly reduced by refraction, bottom friction and breaking over the shallow bathymetry; while infragravity waves are able to propagate into shallow water without being extensively changed. Thus, the relative contribution of the IG waves increased from less than 0.2 offshore to over 0.7 along the coast of La Faute-sur-Mer. Findings also showed that the noteworthy amount of IG-wave energy found at the dune toe—with the observed $H_{m0,IG}$ as high as 0.64 m—was the result of the superpositioning of the incoming and reflected IG waves. Given that the approach adopted here neglects the influence of gravity-band swash at the shoreline, our findings emphasize the significance of IG waves in washover development along the embayment; as XB-SB was able to accurately reproduce both the observed maximum water level at the dune crest and the extent of the resulting washover deposit.

Our work highlights the need for any method or model to account for IG-wave dynamics when applied to similar environments. As many of the widely-used large domain phase-averaged models (e.g., SWAN/Delft3D) tend to exclude the often-dominant contribution of IG waves [37,38], the XB-SB coupled 2DH/1D approach described here may prove to be a suitable alternative.
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